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Abstract
The proof theory of logic programming has been given by the SLDNF 
resolution which has been proven complete for the class of arbitrary logic
programs when assuming fair selection and non oundering   To test
the non oundering condition is as hard as to resolve the problem itself
To overcome this assumption we 	rst of all extend the universe to one that
contains variables modulo renaming and de	ne the bottom up SLDNF 
resolution so that the elimination of this assumption is obvious We then
prove that the so de	ned SLDNF resolution is sound and complete for
a larger class of logic programs which does obviously contain the classes
mentioned above
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 Introduction
We assume throughout this paper that the reader is acquainted with the basic
notions of logic programming If nothing else is noted all notations used in the
following are borrowed from Apt in  or Lloyd in  We say logic program
as a short hand for normal respectively general logic program as dened in 
respectively 
We prove the following relevant theorem	 let P be a logic program  be a goal
and positive literals be resolved before negative ones whenever they have variables
in common Suppose furthermore that the logic program P is well formulated
i if pcompP  j   then the SLDNFresolution of P  fg succeeds and
yields an answer substitution  which is more general that  
ii if pcompP  j   then the SLDNFresolution of P  fg nitely fails
By a well formulated logic program we mean one which does not belong to the
class of logic programs such that if P is a logic program and  is a goal then
pcompP  j  but the SLDNFresolution of P  fg neither succeeds nor
nitely fails
This result generalizes that of Stark in  since nongound negative literals will
be resolved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 The state of aairs
Recent advances in improving the class of logic programs which is complete using
the SLDNFresolution have been made but some serious problems still remain
The extension of the SLDNFresolution in  is characterized by the following
two rules	
 if A is ground and fails then A succeeds
 if A succeeds with the identity substitution then A fails
For the class of arbitrary logic programs the completeness of the SDLNF
resolution has been proven when assuming that the selection is fair and a goal
does not ounder  or when assuming that the SLDNFtree for a goal is fair
and does not ounder  In all these cases something ounders if it does con
tain negative literals in which variables do occur Nonoundering tries to ensure
the SLDNFresolution of a negative literal which does contain variables not to
proceed clumsily
 Why a new denition of SLDNFresolution
The test of the nonoundering condition is as hard as to resolve a goal that lies
in the fact that an SLDNF prefailed tree  respectively an SLDNFtree 
has rst to be constructed
We observe that some negative literals in which variables do occur may not pro
ceed clumsily To illustrate this observation let us consider the wellknown logic
program Append with the goal
appendv jw   
It is evident that appendv jw    nitely fails Hence the goal
appendv  jw   
succeeds A structure illustrating this fact is shown in gure  in subsection 
The next logic program is interesting since the formulation is a little dierent
from the well known one in  or elsewhere in the literature The reason why
we use this formulation is to fully use the unication as the argument passing
mechanism and the SLDNFresolution as the operational semantics Note that
the unication and the SLDNFresolution make logic programming more expres
sive than functional or imperative one C
i
 where i   denotes a clause number
for later reference to that clause if necessary
C
 
	 plus y y  
C

	 plussx  sx  
C

	 plussx sy sz  plusx sy z
C

	 times y  
C

	 timessx   
C

	 timessx sy sz  timesx sy w plusw sy sz
C

	 factorial s 
C

	 factorialsx sz  factorialx y timessx y sz
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Let us next consider the program Factorial with the goal
factorialv sss
where sn denotes the successor of n  IN  Intuitively
factorialv sss
nitely fails Hence
factorialv sss
succeeds A structure showing this fact is space consuming we give instead a
textual proof in subsection 
We furthermore observe that the formulations of the SLDNFresolution are top
down even that given by Kunen in  is based on a top down style of formulation
By a top down formulation one assumes a goal be given and a literal be selected
from that goal with respect to a well dened selection function It is then obvious
that the selected literal has to meet some conditions before it is applicable if the
underlying method has to give a correct result at all
 Basic ideas of the new denition of SLDNFresolution
To overcome these serious and restricting conditions and then still have a method
which gives a correct result we formulate the SLDNFresolution bottom up Let
then rst of all consider an extension of the SLDNFresolution which is new
since it has not been formulated elsewhere in the literature before cf  and
which diers from the above one used in  We propose an extension of the
SLDNFresolution with respect to a logic program say P  Let us be simple and
characterize our extension by the following two rules	
NaFF  if the body of each clause in P fails or A and the head of each clause in
P are not uniable then A succeeds
NaFF if the body of some clause in P succeeds with the renaming substitution
and the unicator of A and the head of this clause is a renaming substitu
tion then A fails
To ensure that our SLDNFresolution is sound it is necessary that positive literals
be resolved before negative literals whenever the set of variables occurring in
positive literals and the set of variables occurring in negative literals are not
disjoint
It is obvious that this extension of the SLDNFresolution does include that in
 which is characterized by the two rules  and  above and is sound To
illustrate this claim let us consider the program Positive
positivex  zerox
zero 
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with the goal positivey Using ruleNaFF one concludes thatzeroy
does not fail nitely since the body of the second clause obviously succeeds
with a renaming substitution and the unicator of the head of the second clause
and zeroy is not a renaming substitution Hence positivey fails nitely
Suppose now any term t dierent from  Then zerot fails nitely using rule
NaFF  and therefore positivet succeeds This also proves that the rules
NaFF  and NaFF are sound
 Organization of the work
This paper is organized as follows	 in section  we briey x the syntax of our
language some basic notions and the partial completion Section  is concerned
with the semantics while in subsection  we discuss a natural inference system
which behaves like a bottom up SLDNFresolution In section  we dene an
extended bottom up SLDNFresolution which allows the selection of nonground
negative literals and prove that it is sound In section  we discuss the complete
ness result illustrate our result with some examples and compare our result with
some recent ones in the literature We then in section  suggest some future
works in progress
 Syntax and basic notions
We assume that our language L for rst order predicate logic is xed in advance
and does contain for each n   a countably innite set of function symbols F
n

for each n   a countably innite set of nary predicate symbols P
n
 Let V be a
countably innite set of variables In addition our language has particular pred
icate symbols  for equality and 


 for equality modulo variable renaming
the set 
n IN
P
n
does not contain  and



Let then the syntactic categories F of function symbols PRED of nary predicate
symbols be given T
F  V
of terms FOR of formulae be dened as usual Terms
are denoted by r s t and atomic formulae by AB   In the sequel we use
the syntactical symbol  to separate literals as a synonym for the logical symbol
 We suppose that our syntactic category FOR does contain the particular
formula  falsehood which denotes a formula that is false at all or nitely failed
A literal is an atomic formula or a negated atomic formula Literals are denoted
by L  A program clause or clause for short is a formula of the form
 
 
 	 	 	  
n

where  is an atomic formula which is also called the head 
 
 	 	 	  
n
  is a
formula which is also called the body and n   we write    if n   A
program goal or goal for short is a clause of the form
 
 
 	 	 	  
n

where n   we write  if n   A logic program or program for short is a nite
set of clauses Instead of considering a logic program to be a set of clauses we let
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it be the union of the denitions of nary predicate symbols where the denition
P

of an nary predicate symbol of  is the set of clauses such that this nary
predicate symbol does occur in the head of each clause occurring in this set
By an expression we mean a term or a formula Let varsE be the set of variables
occurring in the expression E E denotes the universal closure of E and 
E
the existential closure of E
A substitution   is a set ft
 
x
 
     t
n
x
n
g of bindings such that the terms t
i
are dierent from the variables x
i
for   i  n and x
i
is dierent from x
j
for
  i 	 j  n The domain dom  of the substitution   is the set of variables
fx
i
j   i  ng The range ran  of the substitution   is the set of terms
ft
i
j   i  ng Let  
j
V
denote the restriction of the substitution   to the
set of variables V  R denote variable renamings and 
   denote an identity
substitution In the following we say that a clause 

 

is a variant of a clause
    P  if there exists   R such that


 

   
holds
The application of a substitution to an expression and the relation more general
than between substitutions is dened in the usual way A substitution   is an
unier of expressions E and F if E   F  and is a most general unier  in
short	 mgu of E and F if it is an unier which is more general than all other
uniers of E and F 
We suppose that our language of discourse has su ciently many terms One gets
su ciently many terms when assuming as in   an innite universal language
in which all programs and goals occur We assume in the following that the
unication of expressions is dened and the properties of substitutions are stated
as in  In particular
i if    mgu
 
 

 is idempotent then vars   vars
 
  vars


ii if  is idempotent    mgu
 
 

 and
vars
 
  vars

  dom  
then   is idempotent
Let us for simplicity write x for x
 
     x
n
with n   say expression for term
or formula and write  x  for an expression  with all its actual variables among
x Let  or ! or  be a short hand for 
 
 	 	 	  
n
with n   and  be a new
logical symbol which denotes "nitely failed# and acts like 
 Partial completion of logic programs
The partial completion of logic programs is introduced by Jager in  and Stark
in  The aim of the partial completion is to make the completion of a logic
program not become inconsistent at all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Let $q be a new nary predicate symbol whenever q is an nary predicate symbol
belonging to PRED Then consider in the sequel the language
$
L  L  f$q j q 
PREDg A formula of the form q

t  is a positive literal and a formula of the form
$q

t  is a negative literal Note that for formulae  is in general not  If a literal
 is of the form q

t  then   	 $q

t  If a literal  is of the form $q

t  then
 	 q

t 
The partially completed denition of an nary predicate symbol is briey ob
tained as follows	 let the denition of an nary predicate symbol q consists of m
clauses of the form qt
 
     t
n
   and x
 
     x
n
be new variables We write
qt
  i
     t
n i
  
i
to refer to the ith clause   i  m Then the partially
completed denition of q is
qx
 
     x
n

m
 
i 

y 
n

j 
x
j i


t
j i
y  
k	i


l 

l
y  
$qx
 
     x
n

m

i 
y 
n
 
j 
x
j i


t
j i
y  
k	i

 
l 

l
y  
Note that the formula  resp  is a compact representation of a set of formulae
of the form q

t   resp $q

t   Let P

resp
$
P

be a shorthand for 
resp  in the sequel Let the Clarks Equational Theory CET for short be
the equational axioms of the partially completed program Note that CET does
not depend on a program
The partial completion pcompP  of P consists of the theory CET plus for each
nary predicate symbol q of
$
L
x  y  qx  qy 
and plus the partially completed denition of each predicate symbol q of
$
L
Notice that for each nary predicate symbol q  PRED the new nary predicate
symbol $q is not the complement of q that means the axiom qx  $qx  does not
belong to pcompP 
In the sequel E  F stands for  E  F  E 


F stands for  E


F  and
! is a shorthand for 
 
 	 	 	  
n
with n   A formula of the
form  also denotes a goal In the sequel r denotes a goal of the form either
! or ! and D
q
x  a formula of the form
m
 
i 

y 
n

j 
x
j i


t
j i
y  
k	i


l 

l
y 
 Semantics
Let L be a rst order language for predicate logic as dened in section  above
When we are formulating an axiom system in L we have a particular structure
say I for L in mind The structure we have in mind does contain variables
modulo renaming We discuss in this section the structure the model semantics
and a natural inference system The natural inference system shall be important
by the proof of the completeness of the SLDNFresolution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 Structure
Let IB be the set of boolean values A structure I for a language consists of
a nonempty set the domain of discourse D together with an assignment of a
semantic object on D for each of the function symbols and predicate symbols of
the language
 Whenever f is an nary function symbol with n   If is a function
from D
n
into D if n   then If  D
 Whenever q is an nary predicate symbol other than  and 


 with n 
 Iq is a function from D
n
into IB if n   then Iq  IB
 I is the true identity
 I


 is the true identity modulo variable renaming
If  

t  is a term then we dene I	D
n
 D in the obvious way Likewise if


t  is a formula then we dene I	D
n
 IB in the obvious way
We only do consider structures which satisfy CET Such structures are charac
terized by the following three conditions	
cet  If is an injective function for each nary function symbol with n  
cet If and Ig have disjoint ranges whenever f and g are distinct function
symbols
cet whenever x
i
actually occurs in the term  x  and s  D
n
 it holds s
i

Is 
 Model semantics
The basic idea for the denition of our notion of Herbrand interpretation is to
allow variables as elements in the domain of discourse A term containing vari
ables represents a set of elements whose structure is partially determined Since
in T
F  V
there are dierent terms that represent the same set for example fx y
and fv w it is adequate to consider T
F  V
modulo variable renaming Hence
we dene on T
F  V
an equivalence relation


as follows	
t


r if and only if there exist variable renamings  and  such that t  r and
r  t
Let T
F  V



be the set of equivalence classes of T
F  V
with respect to the equivalence
relation


 Assume t  T
F  V
and r  T
F  V
 Then the relation  on T
F  V
such
that t  r if and only if there exists a substitution   such that r


t  holds
denes a partial order on T
F  V
 It is clear that the order  on T
F  V
induces an
order relation  on T
F  V




A Herbrand structure H is a structure whose domain of discourse is the quotient
set T
F  V



 A Herbrand base B is the set of all formulae q

t  such that q  PRED
and

t  T
F  V

n



 It is obvious that the order  on T
F  V



induces an order
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relation  on B Usually the notion of truth coincides with the one of being an
element of Herbrand interpretations are subsets of the Herbrand base Since our
Herbrand base does contain variables this notion of truth is no longer correct
With respect to the ordering  on T
F  V
and hence on T
F  V



two denitions of
the notion of truth arise	
truth  a formula q

t  with q  PRED is true if there exists a formula qs  such
that qs  is already true and qs   q

t  holds
truth a formula q

t  with q  PRED is true if there exists a variable renaming
 such that q

t  is already true 
It is evident that the notion of truth with respect to truth  is more general
than the notion of truth with respect to truth A detailed discussion of these
two notions of truth with respect to a domain of discourse containing variables is
given in  We are interested in applying an appropriate kind of these notions
of truth to logic programming Without loss of generality we do consider in the
following the notion of truth according to truth
We now dene the model relation j on a structure M We write j for the
negation of j Let jMj denotes the domain of discourse of the structure M
M j  is inductively dened on the structure of the formula  as follows	
M j  
M j  
M j Rt
 
     t
n

def
  t
 
     t
n
   jMj
n
for some   R 
M jRt
 
     t
n

def
  t
 
     t
n
   jMj
n
for all   R 
M j  
def
 if M j  then M j  
M j   
def
 M j  and M j  
M j   
def
 M j  or M j  
M j x
def
 t  jMj it holds M j f tx g 
M j
def
 M j  
Notice that since the universe of discourse may contain variables modulo re
naming the parentheses in rules  and  are necessary To see this as
sume fx


fh y and gx


gf z Then it does not hold that
fx gx


fh y gf z
Let   R

t  be a formula and jMj denote the domain ofM A positive instance
of  is a formula   Rs  such that s  jMj
n
and

t


s A negative instance of
 is a formula   Rs  such that s  jMj
n
and

t


s If  is a formula then
an instance of  is a formula  such that 


 and each formula of the form
Rs  occurring in  is a positive respectively negative instance of a corresponding
formula R

t  occurring in 
The structure M is a model of the completed program if and only if all the
sentences of the completed program have truth value true in M
Let us now turn to our axiom system which will help recognize valid sentences of
our rst order language for predicate logic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 A natural inference system
Following Shoeneld in  one ensures that a sentence that is also a theorem
of the axiom system is valid in a structure I when it is required that
i the axioms be valid in I and
ii the rules be such that the validity of the conclusion follows from that of the
hypotheses
Two kinds of axioms result from this requirement	 the axioms that are valid
because of the meaning of the logical symbols let us call them logical axioms The
axioms called non logical axioms that are valid because of particular properties
of the structure
The rules also divide into two classes	 logical rules that are rules in which the
conclusion is valid because of the meaning of logical symbols Non logical rules
that are rules in which the conclusion is the consequence of the hypotheses only
because of particular properties of the structure
We only dened logical axioms and logical rules in the sequel Let q be an nary
predicate symbol of L s r and

t be terms
Logical axioms are	
 formulae of the form 
 formulae of the form qs 
 formulae of the form q

t 
 formulae of the form t  t
 formulae of the form t  s s  t
 formulae of the form t  s s  r t  r
 formulae of the form s 

t fs   f

t 
 formulae of the form fs   f

t  s 

t
 formulae of the form fs   g

t  if f and g are dierent
 formulae of the form x  t if t is dierent from x and x  varst
 formulae of the form s 

t   qs  q

t 
 formulae of the form s 

t  qs  q

t 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Logical rules are	




i

 


i    infer 
 
 

from 
i
 where i   



 

infer    from  and 






t 
xx 
x  vars

t  infer 
x x  from 

t  where x  vars

t 



y 
xx
x  varsy  infer xx  from y where x  varsy 
cut
 

infer    from    and   
for nary predicate symbols
cl


D
q
s 
q	s 

infer qs  from D
q
s 
cl


D
q
s 
q	s 

infer qs  from D
q
s 
We notice that in case m   it holds with cl

 respectively cl

 that
cl



q	s 

infer qs  from 
cl



q	s 

infer qs  from 
which are logical axioms
One can now prove by simple induction that the rules of the inference system are
sound Let us denote in the sequel the inference system by infL
The inference system infL implies a derivation structure that is a graph struc
ture for a formula of the language L We assume that the notion of substructure
in this case subgraph is dened as usual A derivation substructure say 

 of
a derivation structure say   is denoted by 

   We assume in the following
simultaneous inductive denition of a derivation structure that 
n
respectively 
m
is a substructure of 
max	n m
 
 Independently from any formula of the language
L we dene a derivation structure by simultameous induction as follows	
 any logical axiom builds a leaf of a derivation structure 

at height 
 let 
i
with   i  m be premises of a logical rule and nodes of a derivation
structure 
n	i

at height ni   Then the conclusion is a node of a
derivation structure 
max
  i m
	n	i

 
at height max
 	i	m
ni % 
One can construct a derivation structure which is nite or innite It is obvious
from the construction of the derivation structure that for any nm  IN if 
m
 
n
holds and 
m
has logical axioms as its leaves then 
n
also has logical axioms as
its leaves
De	nition   A formula say  is provable in the inference system infL if
there exists a nite derivation structure  such that  is the root of the structure
 and the formulae at the leaves of the structure  are logical axioms
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By induction on the height of the derivation structure   considering an instance
of a formula and using the remark mentioned above when proving the induction
step from n to n%  since it holds 
n
 
n 
 one proves the following lemma
Lemma   Let  be a formula and M be a model If  is provable in the
inference system infL then it holds M j 
Let us next discuss the converse of this lemma
Lemma  Let  be a formula and M be a model If it holds that M j 
then  is provable in the inference system infL
Proof by contradiction Suppose  is not provable in infL Then there exists
no nite derivation structure  such that  is the root of   Assume hence that
the derivation structure  is innite Then  has a derivation substructure say


 such that for the root 

of 

it holds that 

  That means there exists
a substitution  such that   

 Since jMj does contain variables modulo
renaming it holds with rule 

 that  is provable in infL This contradicts
the hypothesis Hence  is not true in M
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of lemma  and lemma 
Theorem   Let  be a formula and M be a model M j  if and only if 
is provable in the inference system infL
The semantics and the inference system necessary to formally determine the
validity of a sentence of our language for rstorder predicate logic is now xed
Let us next discuss an operational method to realize it
 A bottom up denition of an extended
SLDNF resolution
Our aim in this section and with this extended denition is to eliminate the condi
tion which states that a selected negative literal has to be closed in the wellknown
denition of the SLDNFresolution as given in      respectively the
assumption of nonoundering in the completeness theorem of SLDNFresolution
given in   The suggestion to work in this direction goes back to Kunen in
 who supposes that one might get better completeness result by strengthening
the SLDNFresolution to compute more answers
To ensure soundness it will be necessary to resolve positive literals before negative
literals whenever the set of variables occurring in positive literals and the set of
variables occurring in negative literals are not disjoint This corresponds to a
weak condition for the delay of negative literals
As noted in the introduction a goal respectively an SLDNFtree ounders if the
SLDNFprefailed tree respectively the SLDNFtree does contain negative literals
in which variables do occur Hence we simply speak of a negative literal in
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which variables do occur in the sequel We rst observe that all goals of the
form  q

t  with vars

t    should not proceed clumsily The examples in
the introduction better illustrate this fact We argue that the elimination of
this restrictive condition is best done by a bottom up denition of the SLDNF
resolution Since the SLDNFresolution is constructed bottom up the elimination
of this restrictive condition is obvious and natural This bottom up denition
diers from that given by Kunen in  and rened in   in two signicant
points	
a that a negative literal nitely fails is proven bottom up
b in rules R and F it is not required that negative literals be ground
Let P be a logic program Like Kunen in  we dene QP  to be the set of
all goals with respect to P and RESP  to be the set of all pairs   
j
vars

where   QP  is a goal and  
j
vars
is an idempotent substitution acting on
the variables occurring in  Let furthermoreNP   QP  be the set of all goals
which fail Since NP  and RESP  are related and do contain more elements as
needed we inductively dened two subsets RP  of RESP  and FP  of NP 
FP  is a subset of NP  of those goals that nitely fail RP  is a subset of
RESP  obtainable by SLDNF We suppose in the sequel that     P is
a variant of a clause and that    mgu  also denotes the fact that  and
 are not uniable as well In case that  and  are not uniable it holds that
  mgu  and    or    We recall that the formula  that is
P

 resp  that is
$
P

 is a compact representation of a set of formulae of the
form q

t    resp $q

t    We write RP   instead of     RP 
RP  and FP  are the least sets that satisfy the following closure properties	
R RP 

F  FP 
R If !      RESP   is a positive literal     P

  
mgu   and !  RP  then !  RP 
R If !RP    is a negative literal and for each    
$
P

it holds that
mgu    FP  then !  RP  
F If !    RESP   is a negative literal and for each    
$
P

it
holds that mgu    FP  then !    FP 
F If !    RESP   is a positive literal and for some     P

it
holds that mgu  RP  with mgu   a variable renaming of 
then !    FP 
Let P be a program and  be a goal A substitution   is a computed answer
substitution of P  f  g if and only if RP   holds We write P    if
RP   holds and P    if   FP  holds
Before discussing the soudness of our SLDNFresolution let us rst state an useful
property of the sets RP  and FP 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Lemma   The sets RP  and FP  are closed under substitutions
We better prove the generalization of this Lemma in the next section
Theorem   Soundness Let P be a program  be a goal and   be a substi 
tution
i If P    then pcompP  j  
ii If P    then pcompP  j
Proof by simultaneous induction on the denition of RP  and FP  Notice
that a positive literal  is resolved before a negative literal L whenever vars
varsL   holds
The cases R and F are evident Let   ! not be an empty goal or the
falsehood and  be a literal in the sequel Remember that mgu  is  if 
and  are not uniable
Case  R suppose now that !     RESP  that  is a positive literal
such that  is of the form ps  with p an nary predicate symbol and that
   is a variant of a clause in P such that p occurs in the head  Suppose
further that from pcompP  we have
px
 
     x
n

W
m
i 

y

V
n
j 
x
j


t
i j
y  
V
k	i

l 

i l
y 


and that for some   i  m such that    mgups  px  it holds that

! 
V
n
j 
s
j


t
i j
y   
i  
y   	 	 	  
i k	i

y 

 RP 
Then from the induction hypothesis we have
pcompP  j

! 
V
n
j 
s
j


t
i j
y   
i  
y   	 	 	  
i k	i

y 

 
Then with  in subsection  we have
pcompP  j

V
n
j 
s
j


t
i j
y   
i  
y   	 	 	  
i k	i

y 

 
and
pcompP  j ! 
Then with  in subsection  we have
pcompP  j

V
n
j 
s
j


t
i j
y   
i  
y   	 	 	  
i k	i

y 

   
Let then    
j
vars 
 Then it holds pcompP  j  It also holds that
!RP  and therefore pcompP  j ! Then with  in subsection  we
have pcompP  j !  
Case  R suppose that ! is a goal such that for some substitution  it holds
!RP  and that  is a negative literal such that  is of the form ps  From
pcompP  we have
$px
 
     x
n

V
m
i 
y

W
n
j 
x
j


t
i j
y  
W
k	i

l 

i l
y 


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Suppose further that for each   i  m it holds

W
n
j 
x
j


t
i j
y  
i  
y   	 	 	  
i k	i

y 

mgu$px  $ps   FP 
Then with the induction hypothesis it holds for each   i  m that
pcompP  j


i  
y   	 	 	  
i k	i

y 

mgu$px  $ps 
and that pcompP  j ! since !RP  holds Then it holds with  in
subsection  for each   i  m that
pcompP  j

ps 
V
k	i

l 

i l


and pcompP  j ! Then it holds that pcompP  j  Then with  in
subsection  it holds that pcompP  j !  
Case  F suppose that  !    RESP  is a goal and   is a negative
literal of the form $ps  From pcompP  we have
$px
 
     x
n

V
m
i 
y

W
n
j 
x
j


t
i j
y  
W
k	i

l 

i l
y 


Suppose further that for each   i  m it holds

W
n
j 
x
j


t
i j
y  
i  
y   	 	 	  
i k	i

y 

mgu$px  $ps   FP 
Then with the induction hypothesis it holds for each   i  m that
pcompP  j


i  
y   	 	 	  
i k	i

y 

mgu$px  $ps 
Then it holds with  in subsection  for each   i  m that
pcompP  j

ps 
V
k	i

l 

i l



Then it holds that pcompP  j  Then it holds with  in subsection 
that pcompP  j!  
Case  F suppose that !    RESP  is a goal and   is a positive literal
of the form ps  From pcompP  we have
px
 
     x
n

W
m
i 

y

V
n
j 
x
j


t
i j
y  
V
k	i

l 

i l
y 


Suppose further that for some   i  m it holds

V
n
j 
x
j


t
i j
y   
i  
y   	 	 	  
i k	i

y 

mgupx  ps RP 
and mgupx  ps  is a variable renaming of  Then with the induction
hypothesis it holds for some   i  m that
pcompP  j


i  
y   	 	 	  
i k	i

y 

mgupx  ps 
Then it holds with  in subsection  that
pcompP  j

ps 
V
k	i

l 

i l


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Since   ps  and ps   ps mgupx  ps  it follows that pcompP  j
 and hence pcompP  j!   using  in subsection 
In the introduction we briey explain what we mean by a well formulated pro
gram To simply understand the reason for this restriction of the class of program
let us reconsider the program Factorial and replace clause C

with the following
clause
C


	 factorialsn m factorialn p timessn pm
It is obvious that the SLDNFresolution of the so formulated program Factorial
with the goal  factorialv  or   factorialv  neither suc
ceeds nor nitely fails But from the declarative semantics it is obvious that
 factorialv  is not a logical consequence of Factorial and  
factorialv  is a logical consequence of Factorial
De	nition   A program is wellformulated if the procedural semantics nds
an answer substitution for that program with a goal whenever such an answer
substitution does exists with respect to the declarative semantics
Note that the fact that a program is wellformulated does not imply that the
SLDNFresolution of this program with any goal terminates To be convinced
of this claim just reconsider the program Factorial and replace clause C

with
the following clause
C


	 timessn m p timesnmw plusmw p
It is obvious that the program Times is wellformulated But the SLDNF
resolution of this program with the goal  timesv w  does not terminate
since clause C


is always applicable
We now move forward and discuss the completeness result of our SLDNF
resolution
 Completeness result
The objective of this section is obvious namely the proof of the completeness
of the SLDNFresolution for the class of arbitrary programs with an arbitrary
goal To do this we rst of all generalize the denition of RP  to YP  
RESP  which is the set of all pairs   
j
vars
 such that   is true The
denition of the sets YP  and NP  is similar to that of YESP  and NOP 
given by Stark in  We then dene an universal search structure using a
technique which goes back to Hintikka Beth and Schutte and is described in
 and prove some useful properties of this search structure Next we establish
a relationship between the derivation structure of the inference system infL
dened in section  and the universal search structure The completeness result
follows then immediately from the relationship between these two structures
Let us write    in the sequel and mean   
j
vars
 with   idempotent YP 
and NP  are the least sets that satisfy the following closure properties	
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Y  
  YP 
N  NP 
Y If !      RESP   is a positive literal     P

  is a
substitution such that 


  and !     YP  then ! 
    YP 
Y If !   YP   is a negative literal for all clauses    
$
P


for all substitutions   and  it holds 


  and   NP  then
!     YP 
N If !   RESP   is a negative literal for all clauses    
$
P


for all substitutions   and  it holds 


  and    NP  then
!    NP 
N If !   RESP   is a positive literal for some clause     P


for some substitutions  and   it holds 


  and    YP  then
!    NP 
We rst discuss an useful property of the sets YP  and NP  It holds that
RP   YP  and FP   NP  We sketch the proof of this claim by example
For this reconsider the program Factorial given in the introduction and replace
clause C

by
C


	 factorialsx z factorialx y timessx y z
It is obvious that factorialv   NFactorial Hence factorialv  
YFactorial But it does not hold that factorialv   FFactorial since
the SLDNFresolution of Factorialf factorialv g neither succeeds nor
nitely fails Hence factorialv  
  RFactorial
The following Lemma is a generalization of Lemma  stated in the previous
section
Lemma   The sets YP  and NP  are closed under substitutions
Proof by simultaneous induction on the denition of YP  and NP 
The cases Y and N are trivial
Case  Y Let !     YP  with  a positive literal and  be a
substitution Then there exists a clause     P such that    YP 
Since it holds that !   YP  it follows with the induction hypothesis that
!   YP  and    YP  Hence it holds !     YP 
Case  Y Let !     YP  with  a negative literal and  be a
substitution For all clauses     P and for all substitutions    such that
 


 it holds that     NP  From the induction hypothesis it holds
that    NP  and hence   NP  Since it holds with the induction
hypothesis that !   YP  it also holds that !     YP 
Case  N Let !  NP  with  a negative literal and  be a substitution
For all clauses     P and for all substitutions    such that  


 it
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holds    NP  From the induction hypothesis it holds that    NP 
and hence   NP  Hence it holds !    NP 
Case  N Let !  NP  with  a positive literal and  be a substitution
For some clause     P and for some substitution   such that  


  it
holds     YP  From the induction hypothesis it holds that    
YP  Hence it holds that !    NP 
Like in section  we construct an universal search structure U that does not
depend on a given formula  The idea is based on a method of Beth Hintikka
and Schutte which is described in  It will then follows from this universal
search structure that for a given formula  and a wellformulated program P it
holds that for all Herbrand structures either P    for some substitution   or
P   
Note that  in the sequel also denotes equations which are not uniable Let E
Y
respectively E
N
denote a set of equations which are obtained when for a goal 
it holds that mguE  YP  respectively   NP  whereby E is dened
to be E
Y
E
N
 that means E  E
Y
E
N
with E
Y
E
N
  Let E
 
and E

be
two such sets of equations Then we dene E
 
 E

to be
E
Y
 
 E
Y

  E
N
 
 E
N


E
 
 E

to hold if
E
Y
 
 E
Y

or E
N
 
 E
N


and mguE to be
mguE
Y
 mguE
N

For the constuction of the universal search structure we assume a countably
innite set of formulae  substitutions   and equations E of the underlying
language such that
i    mguE and
ii either     YP  or   NP 
Let us denote the triple formula equation and substitution by  that means
  h E  i  is then a node of the universal search structure We write
  
i
 
i
 
i
for the ith clause    with i   and 

  as a
shorthand for the set of equations resulting from the unication of  with  By
induction on the height n of the universal search structure U we dene the nodes
as follows	
case n   
 j
 h  
i and 
 j

 h Ei for all j j

  with j  j


It is evident that in case 
 j
 h  
i it holds  
  YP  and 
  mgu
and that in case 
 j

 h Ei we have mguE and  NP 
Case n   let  be a literal
  
i
 P


$
P


with   i  m be m clauses such that the same kary predicate symbol occurs
in  and 
i
and

n j
 hr
n j
 E
n j
  
n j
i
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be a node with j   where r
n j
stands for either 
n j
or 
n j

a Assume that r
n j
 
n j
  
n j
  RESP  and that  is a positive literal
If for some   i  m it holds that 
n j

i
mgu
i
  
n j
  YP  that means
there exists some ni such that

n	i
 j	i

 h 
n j
 
i
mgu
i
  
n j

E
n	i
 j	i


 
n	i
 j	i

i
then

max
  i m
	n n	i

  j
 h 
n j
 
E
n j
 E
n	i
 j	i

 f
i

  
n j
g
 
max
  i m
	n n	i

  j
i
If for each   i  m it holds that

n j
 
i
mgu
i
  
n j
  NP 
that means there exists ni such that

n	i
 j	i

 h 
n j
 
i
mgu
i
  
n j

E
n	i
 j	i


 
n	i
 j	i

i
then

max
  i m
	n n	i

  j
 h 
n j
 
E
n j

S
m
i 
E
n	i
 j	i

 f
i

  
n j
g
 
max
  i m
	n n	i

  j
i
b Asume that r
n j
 
n j
  
n j
  YP  that all positive literals which have
had variables in common with the literal  do occur in 
n j
and that  is a
negative literal If for each   i  m it holds that

i
mgu
i
  
n j
  NP 
that means there exists ni such that

n	i
 j	i

 h 
i
mgu
i
  
n j

E
n	i
 j	i


 
n	i
 j	i

i
then

max
  i m
	n n	i

  j
 h 
n j
 
E
n j

S
m
i 
E
n	i
 j	i

 f
i

  
n j
g
 
max
  i m
	n n	i

  j
i
If for some   i  m it holds

i
mgu
i
  
n j
  YP 
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that means there exists ni such that

n	i
 j	i

 h 
i
mgu
i
  
n j

E
n	i
 j	i


 
n	i
 j	i

i
then

max
  i m
	n n	i

  j
 h 
n j
 
E
n j
 E
n	i
 j	i

 f
i

  
n j
g
 
max
  i m
	n n	i

  j
i
c Asume that r
n j
  
n j
  RESP  and that  is a negative literal If for each
  i  m it holds that

i
mgu
i
  
n j
  NP 
that means there exists ni such that

n	i
 j	i

 h 
i
mgu
i
  
n j

E
n	i
 j	i


 
n	i
 j	i

i
then

max
  i m
	n n	i

  j
 h r
n j
 
E 
S
m
i 
E
n	i
 j	i

 f
i

  
n j
g
mguE
max
  i m
	n n	i

  j
 i
If for some   i  m it holds that

i
mgu
i
  
n j
  YP 
that means there exists ni such that

n	i
 j	i

 h 
i
mgu
i
  
n j

E
n	i
 j	i


 
n	i
 j	i

i
then

max
  i m
	n n	i

  j
 h r
n j
 
E  E
n	i
 j	i

 f
i

  
n j
g
mguE
max
  i m
	n n	i

  j
 i
d Assume that r
n j
  
n j
  RESP  and that  is a positive literal If for
some   i  m it holds that

i
mgu
i
  
n j
  YP 
that means there exists some ni such that

n	i
 j	i

 h 
i
mgu
i
  
n j

E
n	i
 j	i


 
n	i
 j	i

i
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then

max
  i m
	n n	i

  j
 h r
n j
 
E  f
i

  
n j
g  E
n	i
 j	i


mguE
max
  i m
	n n	i

  j
 i
If for each   i  m it holds that

i
mgu
i
  
n j
  NP 
that means there exists ni such that

n	i
 j	i

 h 
i
mgu
i
  
n j

E
n	i
 j	i


 
n	i
 j	i

i
then

max
  i m
	n n	i

  j
 h r
n j
 
E 
S
m
i 
E
n	i
 j	i

 f
i

  
n j
g
mguE
max
  i m
	n n	i

  j
 i
It follows immediately from the construction that for each j   we have
 
n  j
 mguE
n  j
 We now prove that for each j   it holds that either

n  j
  
n  j
  YP  or 
n  j
 NP  Let us then consider an j be given
Suppose from the induction hypothesis that 
n j
  
n j
 is in RESP  If for some
n

and j

we have


n

 j

  
n

 j

  
n j
 
i
mgu
i
  
n j
  YP 
with   i  m and  is a positive literal then it holds with Y that

max	n n


  j
  
max	n n


  j
  
n j
   
n j
mgu
i
  
n j
  YP 
If 
n j
  
n j
 is in YP  all positive literals which have had variables in common
with the literal  occur in 
n j
 and for all   i  m we have n

i and j

i such
that


n

	i
 j

	i


i
mgu
i
  
n j
  NP 
and  is a negative literal then it holds with Y that

max
  i m
	n n

	i

  j
  
n j
  
n j
   
n j
  YP 
Suppose now that hr
n j
 E
n j
  
n j
 is a node If for all   i  m we have n

i
and j

i such that


n

	i
 j

	i


i
mgu
i
  
n j
  NP 
and  is a negative literal then it holds with N that

max
  i m
	n n

	i

  j
 r
n j
   NP 
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Suppose now that hr
n j
 E
n j
  
n j
 is a node If


n

	i
 j

	i

  
n

	i
 j

	i

  
i
mgu
i
  
n j
  YP 
holds for some   i  m and  is a positive literal then it holds with N that

max	n n

	i

  j
 r
n j
   NP 
Remark that in cases c and d it is not required that r
n j
be in NP  or
that r
n j
  
n j
 be in YP  We are now able to look at some useful prop
erties of the universal search structure U  Let 
n j
 h
n j
 E
n j
  
n j
i and

m j
 h
m j
 E
m j
  
m j
i be two nodes in the structure U  If 
n j
and 
m j
are
on a path and m  n then it holds
 E
m j
 E
n j
and
  
n j


 
m j
 
n j

Since E
m j
 E
n j
 it holds  
n j
 mguE
n j
  mguE
m j
 E That means
 
n j


 
m j
 Since mguE

 is idempotent for any equation E

 it holds that
 
n j


 
m j
 
m j



 
m j
 
n j

Lemma  If 
n j
and 
m j
are on a path m  n and P  
m j
 
m j
or P 
 
m j
 then it holds P  
n j
 
n j
or P   
n j
Proof by induction on the denition of the universal search structure U 
The universal search structure U may be nite or innite that means the height
of U may be nite or innite Suppose the height of U is nite Then for each
node   h E  i occurring in U it holds with Lemma  that either P   
or P   
Note that the search structure for the program
qx  qfx
qgx 
with the goal  qhw where x and w are variables is innite one also gets
innite search structures when considering the modied programs Factorial
and Times at the end of section  with the goals  factorialv  and
 timesv w 
Suppose now that the height of U is innite and hence the structure U does
contain innite paths such that  does not occur in any node on these paths
Let the goal occurring in a node  be writen in the form r   such that  is
the literal which is last applied using rules ad above to obtain that goal and
  fg Let then
E  f  j   hr   E  i and  occurs on an innite path of U g
and IH denotes the set of n   such that there exists a substructure of U of
height n Suppose mn are two heights of U and 
m
 
n
are two nodes belonging
to E  We write 
m
 
n
 if m  n and the sturcture with root node 
m
is a
substructure of that with root node 
n
 It holds that
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 n  IH
j such that 
n j
 E 
 



   

 E    E 
   E

 E   

or 

 
Let us now dene
T
E
 f r j   hr E  i  E g and T
U


E
T
E

Lemma  Let  be a formula P be a program and   be a substitution
i If either P    or P    then either    T
U
or   T
U

ii For any goal  it does not hold that   T
U
and   T
U

Proof Let  be a goal P be a program   be a substitution
i Suppose that it either holds P    or P    Then there exists a node
in U  say at heightm such that 
m j
 h E  i for some j   Since for each m

with m

 m such that 
m

 j
 
m j
it holds that either P  

  or P   


we have then either    T
U
or   T
U

ii Suppose any goal & such that &  T
U
and &  T
U
 That means there is a
program P such that P  &  for some substitution   and P   & Since the
goal is arbitrary chosen we let the goal  be such a goal Then it holds with i
that   T
U
 that is a contradiction to the construction of U and hence of T
U

Assuming the set T
U
is dened we now construct the Herbrand structure H as
follows	
 T
F  V



is the domain of discourse
 for each f  F it holds If

t   f

t 
 for each q  PRED it holds
Iq

t   f

t  T
F  V

n



j q

t   T
U
for some   Rg
Lemma  Let  be a goal Then
H j   for some   R it holds   T
U

Proof by induction on the structure of the goal 
Case   q

t  H j  for some   R means according to the denition of
H that   T
U

Case  q

t  H jq

t  for all   R means according to the denition
of H that q

t   T
U

Case   ! H j !  H j ! and H j  From the induction
hypothesis it holds !  T
U
and   T
U
 From a or b in the construction of U
it holds !    T
U
with  the identity substitution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Case       Suppose it holds     T
U
 Then we have
to show that H j    Assume now that   T
U
holds Then from the
induction hypothesis it holds H j  Since it holds that     T
U
we get
H j  Hence from the induction hypothesis it holds H j   
 Suppose H j    for some formula of this form Let then n be an
height of U such that      occurs in a node at this height and  occurs
in a node at an height m with m  n Then   T
U
 Hence     T
U
from
the construction of U and hence of T
U

Let us now establish a relationship between the universal search structure and the
derivation structure dened in section  and then prove the completeness of the
SLDNFresolution for an arbitrary program with an arbitrary goal A negative
literal in which variables do occur is subject of selection
Lemma  Let  be a goal and P be a program  is provable in the inference
system infL with respect to P if and only if  is an element of T
U

Proof by induction on the structure of the goal 
case   f  R

t Rs  g is obvious since it follows with the logical
axioms
case   !   !   is provable in infL if and only if ! is provable in
infL and  is provable in infL Then it holds with the induction hypothesis
that !  T
U
and   T
U
 Hence it holds !    T
U

case       Suppose that    is provable in infL Let then
n be the height at which  is a node in the derivation structure It is obvious
from the construction of the derivation structure that  is a node at height
say m with m 	 n or  is a node at height say m

with m

	 n From the
induction hypothesis it follows that   T
U
or that   T
U
 Then it holds that
    T
U

 Suppose that     T
U
 Then there exists an height n such that
   occurs in a node at this height Then from the construction of T
U
there
exist m 	 n and m

	 n such that  occurs at height m in a node of T
U
and
 occurs at height m

in a node of  T
U
 From the induction hypothesis it holds
that  is provable in infL and that  is provable in infL Hence it holds that
   is provable in infL
Let us now state and prove the main result of this work
Theorem   Completeness Let P be a well formulated program and  be
a goal
i If pcompP  j   then P   with  more general than  
ii If pcompP  j then P   
Proof i Let  be a goal and pcompP  j   for some substitution   Then
it holds with Lemma  that   is provable in infL Then   has a nite
derivation structure From Lemma  it then holds that    T
U
 Hence there
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exists a node  at height say n such that a more general instance of   occurs
in  Then with Lemma  and  more general than   it holds that P  
ii Let  be a goal and pcompP  j Then it holds with Lemma  that 
is provable in infL Then  has a nite derivation structure From Lemma
 it then holds that    T
U
 Hence there exists a node  at height say n
such that  occurs in  Then with Lemma  it holds that P   
	 Illustrating examples
	 Example 
Let us look at two sample examples to illustrate the universal search structure U 
where we just show those parts of the structure that are interesting for us Let
us write for the sake of simplicity mbr for member djs for disjointset E


F
to denote that the expressions E and F are uniable that is    mguE F  and
E 


F to denote the fact that the expressions E and F are not uniable that is
mguE F  in the graphical representation of the search structure
C

	 memberx xjxs 
C
 
	 memberx yjys  memberx ys
C

	 append y y 
C

	 appendxjxs y xjzs  appendxs y zs
C

	 disjointset yjys 
C

	 disjointsetxjxs yjys  memberx yjys disjointsetxs yjys
The structure in gure  shows the use of rules N Y and Y The
structure in gure  does better illustrate the search structure for a negative
literal in which variables do occur
	 Example 
Let us illustrate our approach with rst this simple program P
px  qx y
q z 
and this goal   p It holds with R that RP 
 Since  q v 
FP  it holds with R that   q vRP 
 Using now R it holds that
pRP 

	 Example 
Consider next the program Factorial with the goal
  factorialv sss
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 Illustrating examples 
djs  
mbr    djs  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
P
P
P
P
P
P
P















T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T









T
T
T
T
T
T






H
H
H
H
mbr 
djs  
A
A
A
A
A
A
mbr  
mbr 



x xjxs
  



 
x xjxs



 
x yjys   


 yjys



xjxs yjys
   



x yjys
Figure 	 Sample universal search structure for disjointset  








l
l
l
l








J
J
J
J
J
J








S
S
S
S
S
X
X
X
X
X
X
X







v jw   



 y y
appendv jw   

 y y
 y y
 y y
appendv
 
 jw  
appendv

 jw 
appendv

 jw 
xjxs y xjzs



v

 jw 
v

 jw 
v
 
 jw  
v

 jw 









Figure 	 Sample universal search structure for appendv jw   
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 Illustrating examples 
Three steps are needed to conclude that
Factorial factorialv sss
These three steps result from the fact that
x y  f ss s s ss g
it holds that
Plus  plusx sy sss
Therefore plusx sy sss  FPlus
Step   Using rule F it is obvious that
timesv

 ss s  FP 
Hence
timesv

 ss s pluss ss sss  FP 
Hence
timessv

 ss sss  FP 
Hence
factorialv

 ss timessv

 ss sss  FP 
Step  It is obvious that
timesss s ss  FP 
Hence
timesss s ss plusss s sss  FP 
Hence
timessss s sss  FP 
Since
factorialss s  FP 
it holds that
factorialss s timessss s sss  FP 
Step  It is obvious that
times sss   FP 
Hence
times sss  plus sss sss  FP 
Hence
timess sss sss  FP 
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 Comparison with other recent results 
Since
factorial sss  FP 
it holds that
factorial sss timess sss sss  FP 
Putting now steps    together with
v
 
 w
 
  f sss ss s y ssg
where y is a variable one gets that is the body of clause C


factorialv
 
 w
 
 timessv
 
 w
 
 sss  FP 
Since it also holds with clause C

that
factorialv sss  FP 
it is obvious with R that
factorialv sssRP 


 Comparison with other recent results
Let us illustrate the comparison by the simple examples given in the introduc
tion For the sake of simplicity the following presentation is not selfcontained
therefore we just refer to the denition in  or in  Let us in this context
rst consider the program append with the goal
  appendv jw   
Following Stark in  and referring to denition  or table  it is clear that
h% 
i ounders since vars  
Following Drabent in  and referring to denition  it is obvious that the
SLDNF prefailed tree for  does not exist since  is not ground
Consider now the program factorial with the goal
  factorialv sss
Using similar arguments as above one also follows that
h% 
i ounders since vars  
following Stark and that the SLDNFprefailed tree for  does not exist since 
is not ground following Drabent
 Related works and conclusion
The objective of this work is to enlarge the class of programs for which the
SLDNFresolution is proven complete when  eliminating the restrictive con
dition on the selection of a negative literal and  keeping logic programming
away from any notion of mode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  Related works and conclusion 

 Related works
As mentioned in the introduction the proof of the completeness of the SLDNF
resolution for a relevant class of programs has been tackled by many researchers
We just cite two recent works in this area namely that of Drabent in  and
that of Stark in  These recent results on this topic are based on a top down
denition of SLDNFresolution which is strategically dierent from the bottom
up denition given in this paper As long as a top down denition has to derive an
 say empty goal from a given say nonempty goal some restrictive conditions
are needed to ensure
 the termination of the derivation or
 the correctness of a derivation step
It is then wellknown that the class of languages handled by a bottom up denition
is larger than that handled by a top down denition Hence the class of logic
programs for which the bottom up SLDNFresolution is proven complete is larger
than that for which the top down SLDNFresolution is proven complete

 Conclusion
As stated by Kunen in  one might get better completeness result by strength
ening the SLDNFresolution to compute more answers One way perhaps not
the easiest to reach this claim is
i to eliminate the condition which states that a selected negative literal has
to be ground in the denition of the SLDNFresolution and
ii to consider a universe which does contain variables modulo renaming
To successfully eliminate this condition in the denition of the SLDNFresolution
and prove the SLDNFresolution complete we use a bottom up denition of the
SLDNFresolution
Some further interesting problems still remain The partial program completion
introduced by Jager in  and Stark in  is not practical enough by the im
plementation of the SLDNFresolution Hence if the SLDNFresolution is of
interest then a program completion which is simple and meets the behavior of
the SLDNFresolution and which is consistent is required Works in this direction
are in progress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